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§1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
A MAP h : Y ~ Z is a monomorphism in the category of  based topological spaces and based 
homotopy classes of  maps if, for any space X and any two maps f, g : X ~ Y, ho f  ,,~ h o g 
impl iesf  _ g [6; p. 168]. Let O denote the constant map with arbitrary domain and range, 
and suppose h is a fibre map with fibre X and inclusion e : X ~ Y; then, h o e = O = h o O 
so that e ~ O is a necessary condition in order that h be monomorphic.  An interesting 
class of  fibre maps h fulfilling this necessary condition is provided by the Hopf  fibrations 
(1)  sq- I  e ,sq~m+a)-I I, ,Kpm and S 7 e ~,S15 h___.~S8 ' 
where S" is the n-sphere (n >_ 0), K is any of the fields R of real numbers, C of  complex 
numbers, or Q of  quaternions, q is the dimension 1,2, or 4 of K over the reals, and KP m 
is the projective m-space over K(m > 1). We shall prove: 
THEOREM. Let K = R or C; then h is monomorphic f and only i f  m is odd. Let K = Q; 
then h is monomorphic i f and only i f  m - -1  (rood 24). Finally, h : S is ~ S s is not mono- 
morphic. 
Remark. The Hopf  map h : S 3 ~ S 2, resulting when K = C and m = 1, was first 
proved to be monomorphic in [7; Lemma 6.5, p. 69]. The Hopf  map h : S 7 ~ S 4, resulting 
when K = Q and m = 1, is erroneously listed as monomorphic in [6; Footnote, p. 169]. 
Our final result answers a question raised in [6; Footnote, p. 169]. 
§2. THE PROJECTIVE SPACES 
We first establish some auxiliary results in a slightly more general setting than is 
necessary for the proof  of  the Theorem. Let ~ : F i ~ E p , B be any fibration, thus, p 
has the based covering homotopy property for all spaces, F = p - l ( . )  with • denoting the 
basepoint, and i is the inclusion. Let p : F x taB ~ Fexpress the operation of  the loop space 
taB on the fibre F attached to~ (see e.g. [6; Ch. 11 and 15]), and let n • F x taB --. Fbe  
the projection. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The map i is monomorphic f  and only i f  p ~ 7r. 
Proof. For any space X and any two maps f, g : X ~ F one has i o f  -~ i * g if and 
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only if there i samap 2 :X~ fiB such thatg -~ po( fx  2) oA, where A :X- -*  X x X 
is the diagonal map. Furthermore, i o p -~ i o n. These two facts yield the result. 
Next, let X * Y be the join of X and Y taken as an identification space of the Cartesian 
product X x I x Y; a point in the join is denoted by (1 - s)x • sy and ½. O ½" serves as 
base-point. Let Z denote the reduced suspension functor, and let 
H :F* f lB  v )Z(F×f~B)  ~p:ZF 
result by the Hopf construction associated with p; the map V shrinks to a point the two 
ends of the join and the segment hrough the base-point so that V( (1 -  s)x Osco)= 
(s, (x, co)). It is easily seen that (Zn) o V ~ O; therefore, 2.1 implies 
PROPOSITION 2.2. l f  i is monomorphic, then H ~- O. 
The converse holds under some restrictive assumptions: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Suppose that F is (n - 1)-connected (n > 2), and that F and f~B 
have the homotopy type of countable CW-complexes [ F [ and [ ~B [ such that dim [ f~B [ < 
n - 1 and dim [ F [ x ] f~B [ __< 2n-  2. Then, i is monomorphic f H ~- O. 
Proof. One always has p [ F x { • } ~ 1 : F ~ F, and the above assumptions imply 
p [ { • } x f~B -- O : ~B ~ F. Let 0 be a homotopy inverse of the homotopy equivalence 
F * f~B v EF v Zf~B ~ Z(F x ~B) 
which is defned by V and the obvious inclusions. Then, Ep is homotopic to the composite 
Z(Fx~B)  0 ~F . f~BvEFvEf~B ~)ZF,  
where q i l F . f~B=H,  ~b [ZF= 1, ~blZOB= O. Hence, H--- O implies Zp-~Zn.  
The assumptions enable us to desuspend uniquely so that p -~ n, and 2.3 follows from 2.1. 
Finally, by [3; 1.1 and 1.4], any fibration ~- in which E and B have the homotopy 
type of CW-complexes yields a homotopy-commutative diagram 
F .~B J )EuCF  "~B 
Z(F x f~B) ~o ~ ZF 
where E w CF results by erecting a cone over the subset F or E, a shrinks E to a point and 
-a  stands for a followed by the map (s, x )  -~ (1 - s, x) ,  r extends p by mapping CF 
to *, and j is homotopically equivalent to the projection of the fibre space over E w CF 
induced by r from the fibration PB ~ B. 
Proof of Theorem. Let Bq be the classifying space of the topological group S q-1. 
The first (principal) bundle in (1) is equivalent to that induced by some map p : KP m ~ Bq 
and, for the present purposes, the triple 
(3) ,~ :S  q(rn+l)-I h )KP m P )Bq 
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may be treated as a fibration. The case q = m = 1 is readily checked directly. Since 
f~Bq has the homotopy type of  S q-~, the assumptions in 2.3 are fulfilled as soon as qm > 2. 
Hence, by 2.2, 2.3, and (2), h is monomorphic if and only if tro j _~ O. This, in turn, is 
readily seen to happen i fandonly  if the element/1,,(~,. + 1) ~ nq~,,+ 2)- 1 ( Sqt "+ 1)) in [2; Lemma 
3.2] vanishes. The first two parts of  the Theorem now follow from the results on /t,,(u m+ a) 
given in [2; §4]; the final part of  the Theorem will be proved by a different method in the 
next section. 
Remark  2.4. An alternative proof, using only the Milnor construction [9] in terms of  
which projective spaces are described in [2], is also available. The operation p is then 
replaced by the right translation R : (G * ... * (7) × G -~ G * ... * G, (3) no longer occurs, 
and the element/~ ,,(~,,+ 1) is used directly. However, our approach applies to more general 
situations, as will be seen in the last section. 
§3. THE HOPF MAP h :S  1~ ~S s 
Let K = S 7 v s lS ,  L = S 7 × S 15, and let a : S 2~ ~ Krepresent he Whitehead product 
of  the inclusions i : S T ~ K , j  : S ~5 ~ K ;  L results by attaching via a a 22-cell to K. Define 
u : K ~ X and  v : K ~ Y by  X = S is, u o i = O, uo j= 1, Y = S 8, v = h o u. The 
projection rr : L ~ X extends u, and h o 7r extends v. Hence, by [ l ;  Theorem 3.3], the 
sets U and V of  homotopy classes rel • of extensions L --* X and L --* Y of u and v are, 
respectively, in 1 : 1 correspondence with the cokernels of the homomorphisms 
0~ u : 7~1(X//, u) ~ 7~22(X , *) and ct o : rq ( r  K, v) ~ 7c22(Y , *) 
defined in [l; 2.7]; Z r is the space of based maps K ~ Z. Let [, ] denote the Whitehead 
product; then, by [1; 8.1], 
~, = 0 and Im ~v = 1-~8($8), h]. 
Hence, since r~22(S 15) = Z24 o, U has 240 elements. Next, let 1 : S 8 -~ S s be the identity 
and let E p be the iterated suspension homomorphism. According to [5; 2.7] and [4; 2.4], 
there are elements o and z such that [1,1] = 2h + E¢ and [[l,1], 1] = Er. Therefore, 
by [5;3.17], 
rh, 1] = [1 o h, 1] -- l-l, 1] o ET(h) - [[1, 1], 1] = h o EV(2h) + Ep,  
where p ~ n21(S 7) = Z24 x Z4 so that 24Ep = 0. Since n22(S 15) is generated by E7(h) 
(see e.g. [8; Appendix, p. 66]'0, and since h induces a monomorphisrn of  homotopy groups, 
h o E7(2h) has order 120. It follows that [h, 1], in turn, has order 120. Therefore, Im c~v 
has 120 elements and since rr22(S 8) = Z24 o × Z24 x Z4, Vhas 192 elements. Hence, 
the function U ~ V, defined by composition with h, is not monomorphic.  
Remark  3.1. This method also yields an alternative proof  of  the fact that h : S 7 ~ S 4 
is not monomorphic.  
t The author is grateful to I. Namioka for providing this reference, as well as for his stimulating 
interest. This information was also kindly communicated to the author by J. Milnor. 
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Consider the triple 
§4. FURTHER EXAMPLES 
.~ :X~Y Z ,XvY- - - s - - *XxY ,  
where X ~ Y is the fibre space over X v Y induced by the inclusion J from the fibration 
P(X x Y) ~ X x Y, and L is the projection; obviously, ~ may be regarded as a fibration 
w i thF= X~ Y ,E= XvY ,  B - -  X× Y. It is asked in [6;p. 182] whether L is mono- 
morphic under the extra assumption that X and Y have the homotopy type of loop spaces. 
Take X = Y = S 3 and suppose L is monomorphic. Then, by 2.2 and (2), ao j ~-, O 
and there results a map 
(4) z : E wL CF wj C(F * ~B) ~ ZF with ~ o k " a, 
where k : E ~3 CF ~ E t3 CF u C(F • ~B) is the inclusion. The map J extends to a map 
R : E w CF ~ B which, in turn, extends to a map S : E u CF w C(F ,  f~B) ---* B. By the 
Serre theorem (see e.g. [3; 2.1]), S is 11-connected. As a consequence, Hs(E w CF u 
C(F ,~B) )  = Hs(B) =0 and, by (4), we obtain a,  =0:Hs(EuCF)~Ha(ZF) .  
However, since Ha(EE) = 0, a ,  is epimorphic and, since X ~ Y has the homotopy type of 
f iX  * f~ Y, Ha(EF) ~ O. We have reached a contradiction and, thus, produced an example 
in which L is not monomorphic. 
Take X = Y = K(Q, 4) with Q the additive group of rationals. Since K(Q, q)has the 
homotopy type of the Moore space K'(Q, q) when q is odd, F has the homotopy type of 
K(Q, 7) and .~" is induced by a map K(Q, 4) × K(Q, 4) ~ K(Q, 8) so that L is monomorphic 
by [6; Theorem 15.11']. 
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